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A look back: the OMP Regulation has been a success but there is
still unmet need
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Source: European Commission (2020), European Medicines Agency (2020), Wakap et al. (2020)
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Four guiding principles for the revision of the OMP policy
framework

a

Conceive a holistic policy framework for the OMP
development path

b

Lead the revision from a multi-stakeholder
perspective

c

Think about policy changes from an investment
perspective

d

Ensure a competitive EU policy framework
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4 needs and 14 policy proposals
€
Basic
research

1

Clinical development

Need to improve the R&D
ecosystem for basic
research and company
take-up of development

1. Form an EU rare disease hub
for large-scale collaboration,
data sharing and generation,
and diagnosis.
2. Provide guidance and
incentives for translational
basic research
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Need to improve the
flexibility, predictability
and speed of the
regulatory pathway

Market
access

4

Patient
access

Need to improve the
coherence and
predictability of demand
and pricing for OMPs

5. Modulate market exclusivity
based on agreed criteria

7. Strengthen EMA’s role in
advising OMP developers
through the OMP pathway
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11. Establish an iterative early
dialogue for EMA-HTA bodies
and OMP developers

6. Introduce additional financial
incentives, such as a
transferable voucher or tax
credits for drug development

8. Increase legal certainty around
the concept of Significant
Benefit
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12. Create a common EU value
assessment for OMPs

9. Adopt guidelines on the use of
alternative treatments (e.g. offlabel use and pharmacy
preparations) in the presence
of approved OMPs

13. Pilot a common EU access
pathway for “priority”
(extremely rare) OMPs

10. Adapt the regulatory
pathway to the specificities of
OMP groups with additional
challenges

14. Facilitate homogeneous
access to OMPs across EU
Member States

4. Establish a coherent policy
framework for the use of RWE
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3
Need to improve the
system of financial
incentives and rewards

3. Form a Rare Disease PPP fund
for basic research and early
development

1

Regulatory approval
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These proposals pursue or open up for a
modulated approach to OMP incentives

These proposals can be addressed, partially or fully,
through the revision of the OMP Regulation
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And now over to our experts …
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Need 1: Improving the R&D ecosystem for basic research and
company take-up of development

1. Form an EU rare disease hub for
large scale collaboration, sharing
and generation of data and
diagnosis

2. Provide guidance and incentives
for translation of basic research

Bring together all actors involved in and
data on rare disease onto one common
platform.

Establish guidelines for developmentready research and appropriate
incentives for basic researchers.

EJP RD, ERNs, RD Connect, EJP Virtual
platform, EU RD platform

Orphan Drug Development Guide of the
IRDiRC
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Need 3: Increasing the flexibility and predictability of the OMP
regulatory pathway

7. Strengthen EMA’s role in
advising OMP developers
through the OMP pathway

•
•
•

Iterative advice framework with
the EMA
strengthening role of the COMP
improving alignment between
the COMP and the CHMP

10. Adapt the regulatory
pathway to the specificities of
OMP groups with additional
challenges

•

Tailored regulatory pathway for
OMPs indicated for “ultra-rare”
diseases

•

additional flexibility for the
registration of multi-indication
OMPs
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Need 4: Improving the coherence and predictability of demand
and pricing for OMPs

12. Create a common EU value
assessment for OMPs

•

•
•

A common EU framework for value
assessments or (ideally) an EU-wide HTA
process
build upon and inform the early dialogue
between HTAs and OMP developers
should be designed to fit the specificities
of rare diseases

• EUnetHTA
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